The archives of Egyptologist Jean Vercoutter (1911-2000) are the testimony of a researcher’s life and were donated in 2012 to the Lille 3 University, where he taught Egyptology from 1960 to 1976.

First inventory of the Vercoutter Archives

Its core areas are English history and studies, and most particularly the Irish 19th century literature and studies (completed by a collection of 4,000 items from the Patrick Rafroidi Library).

English literature

Given in 1911 by Auguste Angellier (1848-1911), the Laurenge-Angellier Donation (18,000 items) is part of the Heritage Collections of the University Library. He was the first English language and literature teacher at the Arts Faculty of Lille, before being its Dean from 1897 to 1900.

Special collections for research in Polish studies at Lille

2011-2013: 10,000 items were catalogued and valued for researchers. Conservation and digitization projects are in progress for Polish newspapers published in France since WW1.

TALIE project — Digital Humanities

Since 2014, the goal of the collaborative project Traditions in Antiquity in Lille and the Euroregion is to highlight and transmit national heritage by focusing on research, mediation and learning.

A dedicated area for personalized workshops

The Hal ID is part of a researcher’s digital identity. Being linked to the researchers’ directory, it makes it possible to retrieve their publications available in the Hal open archive.

Researchers’ directory

https://pro.univ-lille3.fr/

Research staff

Each research laboratory can get Hal files in order to upload them on its own Website.

Researcher’s digital identity

Providing user guidance

Increasing the value of research papers

With a customized Website and specific statistical tools, the Hal collections enhance the value of research laboratories, conference papers and research projects.

Hal collections

https://www.univ-lille3.fr/bibliotheques/chercheurs/